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Social Roles And PD

AstrologerSchizotypalStrong desire for individuality of 

style and nonconformity of though

Criminal / 

politician 

Antisocial Taking advantage of available 

“opportunities” or bending rules

Actress HistrionicNeed to get others’ attention 

Philosopher Avoidant / 

schizoid

Reluctance in social situations / 

strong desire for solitude

AccountantObsessive-

compulsive

Meticulous attention to detail, high 

level of productivity 

Loyal workers DependentNeed to be attached to others

Actor NarcissisticInterest in one’s self – “looking out 

for # 1”

SPYParanoidSuspiciousness, vigilance towards 

the environment 

PD  Behavior Occupation



Parking Lot of the Personality Disordered

Intergalactic parking11. Schizotypal

Can’t tolerate closeness to 

other cars

10. Schizoid

Hides in corner9. Avoidant

Perfect alignment in parking 

spot

8. Obsessive

Parks in center of lot for 

dramatic effect

7. Histrionic

Obstructs other cars6. Antisocial

Rams into car of ex-lover5. Borderline

Angles car to take two spaces4. Passive-

Aggressive

Needs other cars to feel 

sheltered

3. Dependent 

Largest car; prominent hood 

ornament 

2. Narcissist

Cornered again!1. Paranoid





Stigma of PD In Psychiatry

 Doctors, staff and even psychiatrists harbor 

―delusional attitude‖ towards PD

 Limited emphasis given in diagnostic work-up 
and treatment program

 Most are trained to treat only Axis I disorder 
and Axis II components is missed or ignored 



Why You Should Not Learn

About Personality Disorders?

 Not much known about its etiology

 Clinical features confusing and classification system not practical 

 On of the smallest chapters in the text books 

 Not important from examination point of view 

 Many examiners do not know or ask about PD 

 No evidence based treatment without sufficiently long follow-up 

 No incentive in treating PD (giving ECTs is highly reinforcing as it 

pays best) 

 Difficult to diagnose



Importance of PD

 PD is necessary concept in clinical psychiatry because it 

describes a class of abnormality not included elsewhere in 

classification

 PD is more prone to develop mental  disorders and generally  

increases severity of psychiatric illness

 PD is relatively enduring since early years but complicated by 

other comorbid disorders

 PD + Mental illness generally has a negative effect on the 

outcome  of comorbidity 

 Presence of PD affects the presentation of an illness, 

therapeutic/interpersonal relationships and response to 

treatment 



Epidemiology of Personality Disorder

• General Population 12%

• Primary Care 25%

• Psychiatric Patients 50%

• Borderline Personalities 0.2-4.3%



Patients with Personality Disorders:

 Limited  evidence based  treatment

 Most frequently prescribed psychotropic drugs

 Most of them are treated  with psychotherapy 

 PD are some of the more challenging and are more 

difficult to treat than numerous other conditions, 

 Requires more lengthy treatments that involve a variety 

of modalities and approaches.

 It is also common to attain more modest degrees of 

success







Clusters

 Cluster A - ―MAD‖

Odd or eccentric

 Paranoid, Schizoid, Schizotypal

 Cluster B- ―BAD‖

 Dramatic, Emotional or Erratic

 Antisocial, borderline, histrionic, narcissistic

 Cluster C - ―SAD‖

 Anxious or Fearful

 Avoidance, dependent, obsessive-compulsive, 
negativistic



Relationship

Violence 

Self 

Social 

Occupational

Response to
Treatment



BIOLOGICAL FACTORS

Oh, my father, my brother, my cousin, my nephew,

and my brother-in-law…!



Psychobiological Dimensional Model

• Autonomic response (heart rate)

• Orienting responses

• Physical response to stimulation

Anxiety / 

Inhibition 

• Sleep architecture changes

• Neurotransmitter response to stimulation

Emotional 

Instability

• Impaired task performance

• Neurotransmitter response to stimulation

• Electrical changes in skin conductivity

Impulsivity / 

Aggression

• Eye movement (tracking) abnormalities 

• Impaired task performance

• Neurotransmitter abnormalities

• Anatomic changes

• Brain electrical abnormalities

Cognitive / 

Perception 



Definition of Personality Disorders

 Personality can be broadly conceptualized as

 an admixture of Temperament, which is strongly 
determined by genetics, and

 Character, which is mainly environmentally 
shaped. Twin studies indicates that PD have a 
heritable component that presumably is 
attributable largely to temperament with 
heritability estimates ranging from approximately 
0.30 to 0.80, depending on the personality 
disorder.





Definition of Temperament, Character 

And Personality

Personality

Personality is considered a 
blend of temperamental and 
characterological factors 

Character is derived from the 

Greek word for “engraving.” It 

refers to the distinctive qualities 

of a person that are learned or 

develop through socialization 

and experience

Temperament is the genetic or 

constitutional contribution to 

personality. It refers to an 

individual’s inherited disposition 

to feel, act, and think in specific, 

restricted ways

Character Temperament 



Three Dimensions of Character 

Cloninger 1987

 Self-directedness 

 The intentional drive of an individual to commit to a goal or 

value and to regulate or adapt behavior in accordance 

with achieving this aim

 Cooperativeness

 Acceptance of other people and willingness to assist them 

in achieving their goals without selfish domination

 Self-transcendence 

 Seeing the unity or totality of a situation and one‘s part in its 

evolution; spirituality and a union with nature 
All the personality disorders had low degrees of self-directedness and cooperation



Temperamental Factors 

Cloninger (1987)

 Harm avoidance 

 An inherited response to inhibit behavior leading to punishment, novel 
situations or frustration

 Novelty seeking

 A genetic tendency involving exploratory activity leading to 

exhilaration or other rewards, or behavior that will avoid drudgery, 
monotony or punishment 

 Reward dependence 

 The constitutional tendency to respond to rewarding situations and to 

maintain behaviors that continue gratification or bring relief from 
punishment

 Persistence - 88

 Perseverance despite frustration and fatigue  



Four Factor Theory of Personality 

and Their Relationship to NT

 Cloninger‘s four basic and independent temperaments—novelty 

seeking, harm avoidance, reward dependence, and persistence—which

contribute about 50% to the formation of personality 

 Initial suggestion that a single NT axis underlying each temperament: 

dopamine for novelty seeking, serotonin for harm avoidance, and 

norepinephrine for reward dependence is disputed.

 Recent genetic studies have  suggested that each temperament 

dimension may be more complexly determined

 Behavioral genetic studies confirming the genetic nature of 

temperament and the non-genetic nature of character is not definite



Recent Advances in Understanding of PD

 Therapeutic approaches had been shown to improve 

substantially

 The Heritability of these disorders was found to be significant,

 Psychoanalytic therapy had been manualized

 Categorical typology of DSM IV was retained

 Descriptive prototype criteria was dropped

 Multiaxial system was dropped and PD was  given importance 

as  the former Axis I disorders





Differences Between Mental State & PDs

Tends to remain stable
May develop into other mental

state disorders

Diagnosed on basis of long-

term function

Diagnosed mainly on present

state

Dominated mainly by behavior

and relationships with others

Dominated more by symptoms

than behavior

GenerativeReactive

Permanent (or at least long-

standing)
Temporary (usually)

Personality disordersMental state disorders



Biodevelopmental Basis of 

Personality Disorder
 Poor or distorted affiliation (social attachment, 

friendliness, gregariousness, empathy, etc.) is predictive of 
PD

 Developmental factors alters neuroendrocrine
systems (social reward and social distress)

 Oxytocin, vasopressin, neuropeptides, prolactin 
affects social bonding 

 HPA axis mediates stress adaptation 

 Neural organization depends on critical 
environmental inputs and influences social 
behavior 

 D4 dopamine receptor affects novelty / sensation 
seeking behavior 



Differences Between Severe & Other PDs

Problems in relationships and 

behavior associated with normal 

function

Severe disruption in all 

relationships and behavior

Little danger of violence to others, 

but self-harm often a significant 

problem

Significant danger of violence towards 

others and self

Law-breaking less oftenSerious law-breaking behavior is 

common

Is not a threat to societyRepresents a threat to society

Usually associated with problem 

mainly in relationships

Is usually associated with AS 

behavior

Affects < 20 peopleAffects many people (> 50)

All other PDsSevere PD



Explanation of Apparently Poor Outcome 

In Dual Diagnosis

Symptoms

Severity

High

Low

Time since start of treatment

(weeks)
0 100

Diagnostic threshold

For Axis I disorder

Dual Diagnosis 

Pure  disorder



Diagnosis of 

Personality Disorder

10 20 30 40 50 60

Disease

Disorder



General Principles of 

Diagnosis And Assessment

 Present symptoms and clinical features not relevant

 Assessment of recurrent maladaptive behavior and 

its effects on subject and others, attitudes and 

relationship with other people and social 

functioning in all its areas – is more relevant

 Self report may be biased and reduce validity 

 Data from multiple informants may reduce validity

 Categorical diagnosis of PD is difficult because of 

overlap with major psychiatric disorder



 Some PDs creates their own life events. Some are 

high risk taking, need for constant stimulation 

(cluster B – substance abuse) and others limit their 

life style

 Cluster B and C -  life events (3.4 life events) 

AvPD -  life events (1.5 life events)

OCPD -  life events (fewer life events)

Personality Diathesis

And Mental State Disorder



Personality Accentuation
(Vulnerable Personalities-Curvan And Mallinson 1944)

 ―A relatively mild degree of abnormality but who 

were liable to develop formal mental illness when 

pinched by circumstances‖

 Personality accentuation show no problem in 

adopting to positive setting but are maladaptive in 

a demanding or stressful environment and 

abnormal personalities



GUIDELINES FOR TREATMENT OF PD I

 Therapeutic Alliance –

 Combination of medication and psychotherapy.

 Selection of Medication 

 a) AAP 

 b) Mood Stabilizers

 c) Omega 3 Fatty Acids 

 Selection of Medication will depend upon the target symptoms ;-

feeling of emptiness or abandonment is difficult to treat.

 Hallucinations and Delusions will respond to AAP.



GUIDELINES FOR TREATMENT OF PD II

 Ingenhoven et al (2010) did a meta-analysis of 21 BPD 

medication studies. The authors reported a very large to 

moderate effect of mood stabilizers on impulsive 

behavioral dyscontrol, anger and anxiety and a 

moderate effect on depression. 

 For AAP moderate effect was seen on cognitive 

perceptual differences and a moderate to large effect 

was seen on anger. 

 On AD there were small effects on anxiety and anger. 



Psychopharmacological T/T of  PD

 Build up therapeutic alliance with patient through experiencing his 

worldof

 Avoid counter-transference   to interfere with  treatment

 A small dose of Risperidone(1-2mg/day) or Haloperidol( 2-5mg/day)

 Response will be seen in days as the dose would allay anxiety

 Patients with nonpsychotic forms of paranoid personality

(entrenched racial or religious bigotry, pathological jealousy, 

litigious ―injustice collectors‖) may respond to pimozide



Only Medicines 

Prescribed By Qualified 

Doctors 

We Accept  Any Notes



Practical Solution is to Target

 Most distressing symptoms with the most efficacious and tolerable 

medications and repeated evaluation of risks versus benefits of 

continued pharmacotherapy

 Coordination between psychiatric, psychotherapist and others 

involved in patients‘ treatment is often necessary







Different Presentation of PPD
 Overvalued ideas: fixed ideas is a  belief that  seems reasonable to 

patient and to others. It tends to dominate a person‘s life and his 
thinking. He does not validates these ideas. It becomes the basis of 
his life and leads to aggressive and self destructive acts

 Passive paranoia: People with this disorder view the with passivity 
and humiliation. He is sensitive and misconstrue circumstances and  
other people. He feels that other people will dislike  him and would 
let him down. He frequently feel humiliated and  unable to take any 
assertive action.

 Morbid Jealousy: Intensely jealous of  what he may regards as his 
own belonging and will lot of time  getting it back. .He may be ‗self 
important‘ and fanatical He may indulge in violence because of 
imagined injustice. Some of them may find creative expression in 
social and political life but may be very destructive in his family life



Schizoid 

And 

Schizotypal 

Disorder



Psychopharmacological T/T of STPD

 Patients with STPD nearer the schizophrenic pole tend to benefit 

from AP medications—often in small doses, and for brief periods .  

 Arandom-sample 3-month study of patients with STPD and BPD, 

Those with cognitive disturbance and ideas of reference showed 

improvement with neuroleptics (thiothixene proving better than 

haloperidol), whereas those with prominent anxiety benefited 

from anxiolytics

 In a meta-analysis of pharmacotherapy for severe PDs (including 

STPD and BPD), AP were noted to have a moderate positive 

effect on cognitive-perceptual symptoms; for global functioning, 

MS proved useful but AD was not effective 







Classification of BPD

PoorBetterGood Overall functioning

Better GoodTherapeutic outcome

+++++-Self destructive 

++++-Impulsivity

++++++++Interpersonal  

++++++++Cognitive

++++++++++Dysphoria 

Severe ModerateMild Severity 

Type IIIType IIType I



Problems of Drug Trials In BPD

 Drug treatment of BPD is limited by relatively small 

sample sizes

 High rates of placebo response

 Brief trial durations

 High dropout rates

 High comorbidity iin BPD

 Other Axis I and PD response 

 Impulsive aggression has been targeted more 

effectively with medications relative to other 

symptoms



Clozapine in BPD

 Frankenburg and Zanarini(1993) were first to treat severe  hospitalized BPD 

patients with comorbid psychiatric illness with clozapine and showed  

significant reduction in PD symptoms

 In Another study  Benedetti et al (1998 )treated BPD patients( having psychotic 

like symptoms) without any comorbidity  with clozapine( dosage of     25-

100mg with overall improvement particularly in impulsivity and affective 

instability

 Rocca et al showed in outpatient BPD without psychotic thinking usefulness of 

clozapine in these patients



Core Psychopathological 

Characteristics of BPD

 Core psychopathology of BPD contributes

 Impulsivity 

 Aggression

 Suicidality

 Transient dissociation or psychosis

 Affective instability

 Chronic emptiness

 Identity diffusion

 Tumultuous interpersonal dysfunction oscillating between idealization 

and devaluation 



Borderline Personality Disorder

 BPD symptoms are more amenable to treatment than others

 Interpersonal affective symptoms, such as ‗intolerance of aloneness‘ 

and conflict about dependency are slowest to remit

 Symptoms reflecting impulsive behavior, Self-injury and aggression 

tend to resolve more quickly 

 Impulsive aggression and suicidality are often acute presenting 

symptoms motivating concern and psychopharmacologic 

consultation

 Paradoxically, these symptoms may be most apt to resolve



Interpersonal Stressors

 BPD symptoms are most severe in the context of interpersonal 

stressors such as

 Perceived rejection 

 Abandonment

 Affective dysregulation

 Impulsive aggression 

 Often contribute to self-destructive behavior

 Frank dissociation

 Worsening suicidality

 Minor interpersonal 

 Stress result in persistent interpsychic pain and interpersonal 

hypersensivity



AD in PD I

 BPD is associated with a higher prevalence of the disorganized 

attachment

 Characterized by dissociative lapses in reason with respect to 

significant past and present attachment relationships

 Serotonergic genetic polymorphisms, mainly related to the serotonin 

transporter, are associated with disorganized attachment 

classification in the context of trauma and adverse care-giving 

environments



AD in PD II

 Recent systematic reviews have highlighted a limited role for 

antidepressants in the treatment of BPD

 Antidepressants are often used to treat commonly comorbid anxiety 

and mood disorders

 SSRIs have minimal effect on impulsive aggression in BPD, but may 

have modest effects in decreasing anxiety, depression and possibly 

affective lability



Antipsychotics Demonstrating Efficacy in 

BPD, MAOI, monoamine oxidase

inhibitor 
Medication – Classical 

Neuroleptics

Effects

Fluphenazine decanote

flupanthixol depot

Improvements in suicidality, self-injurious behavior

Haloperidol Improvements in paranoia, anger, possibly 

anxiety/affective symptoms. Possibly worsening 

overall status due to worsening sedation, 

depression, side-effects

Loxapine Improvements in depression and anger

Thiothixene Improvements primarily in cognitive perceptual 

symptoms

Atypical antipsychotics

Aripiprazole Improvements in affective symptoms, aggression, 

paranoia, overall functioning

Olanzapine Improvements in affective instability, impulsivity, 

aggression, interpersonal sensitivity and overall 

BPD severity 



Antidepressants Demonstrating 

Efficacy in BPD
Medication MAOIs Effects

Phenelzine Improves depression, impulsive aggression, 

C/I uncomfortable activation 

Tranylcypromine Improves primarily in affective symptoms, 

interpersonal sensitivity, but limited data

SSRIs

Fluoxetine Mild improvements in affective symptoms, 

anger, impulsive aggression. Effects may 

be pronounced in males

Fluvoxamine Mild improvement in affective instability, 

not impulsivity 

Paroxetine Possible decrease in suicidality without 

significant effect on depression, though 

limited data



Mood Stabilizers 

Demonstrating Efficacy In BPD
Medication Effects 

Carbamazepine Potential improvement in impulsivity, may 

put melancholic depression 

Divalproex sodium 

over 80 µg/mL

Improvements (primarily in patients with 

high impulsive aggression) in interpersonal 

sensitivity, irritability and aggression

Lamotrigine target 

200 mg/d

Improvements in anger, affective instability,

impulsivity

Lithium carbonate Improvement in affective instability, possibly 

overall functioning, but limited data

Topiramate Improvements in anger, anxiety, 

interpersonal dysfunction, self-reported 

quality of life. Associated with weight loss 





―We  can never going to overcome your  

shyness if you don’t cooperate‖







Borderline Personality Disorder

 BPD arises in the context of variable interactions between 

specific genetic risk factors and developmental factors 

related to early care-giving, eliciting a pattern of 

psychopathological personality traits and potential 

differences in neurobiological functioning

 With the increasing recognition over the past several decades 

of the underlying neurobiology associated with BPD, 

treatment has shifted from the exclusive use of psychotherapy 

to the development of strategic approaches for evidence-

based psychopharmacology

 BPD patients manifest persistent, intrapsychic pain and 

interpersonal hypersensitivity, subjectively experienced 

aversive and/or aggressive reactions to what might otherwise 

be mild interpersonal stressors



Problems of Drug Trials In BPD

 Drug treatment of BPD is limited by relatively small 

sample sizes

 High rates of placebo response

 Brief trial durations

 High dropout rates

 High comorbidity iin BPD

 Other Axis I and PD response 

 Impulsive aggression has been targeted more 

effectively with medications relative to other 

symptoms



Antidepressants Demonstrating 

Efficacy in BPD
Medication MAOIs Effects

Phenelzine Improves depression, impulsive aggression, 

C/I uncomfortable activation 

Tranylcypromine Improves primarily in affective symptoms, 

interpersonal sensitivity, but limited data

SSRIs

Fluoxetine Mild improvements in affective symptoms, 

anger, impulsive aggression. Effects may 

be pronounced in males

Fluvoxamine Mild improvement in affective instability, 

not impulsivity 

Paroxetine Possible decrease in suicidality without 

significant effect on depression, though 

limited data



Antipsychotics Demonstrating Efficacy in 

BPD, MAOI, monoamine oxidase

inhibitor 
Medication – Classical 

Neuroleptics

Effects

Fluphenazine decanote

flupanthixol depot

Improvements in suicidality, self-injurious behavior

Haloperidol Improvements in paranoia, anger, possibly 

anxiety/affective symptoms. Possibly worsening 

overall status due to worsening sedation, 

depression, side-effects

Loxapine Improvements in depression and anger

Thiothixene Improvements primarily in cognitive perceptual 

symptoms

Atypical antipsychotics

Aripiprazole Improvements in affective symptoms, aggression, 

paranoia, overall functioning

Olanzapine Improvements in affective instability, impulsivity, 

aggression, interpersonal sensitivity and overall 

BPD severity 



Mood Stabilizers 

Demonstrating Efficacy In BPD

Medication Effects 

Carbamazepine Potential improvement in impulsivity, 
may put melancholic depression 

Divalproex
sodium over 80 
µg/mL

Improvements (primarily in patients with 
high impulsive aggression) in 
interpersonal sensitivity, irritability and 
aggression

Lamotrigine
target 200 mg/d

Improvements in anger, affective 
instability, impulsivity

Lithium 
carbonate

Improvement in affective instability, 
possibly overall functioning, but limited
data

Topiramate Improvements in anger, anxiety, 
interpersonal dysfunction, self-reported 
quality of life. Associated with weight 





Epidemiology of Personality Disorder

• General Population 12%

• Primary Care 25%

• Psychiatric Patients 50%

• Borderline Personalities 0.2-4.3%



Four Factor Theory of Personality 

and Their Relationship to NT

 Cloninger‘s four basic and independent temperaments—novelty 

seeking, harm avoidance, reward dependence, and persistence—which

contribute about 50% to the formation of personality 

 Initial suggestion that a single NT axis underlying each temperament: 

dopamine for novelty seeking, serotonin for harm avoidance, and 

norepinephrine for reward dependence is disputed.

 Recent genetic studies have  suggested that each temperament 

dimension may be more complexly determined

 Behavioral genetic studies confirming the genetic nature of 

temperament and the non-genetic nature of character is not definite









Definition of Borderline Personality  

Disorder (BPD)

BPD is a disturbance in mental representations of self and other, 

contributing to core difficulties in identity, intimacy, empathy and 

self-directed motivation



Core Psychopathological 

Characteristics of BPD

 Core psychopathology of BPD contributes

 Impulsivity 

 Aggression

 Suicidality

 Transient dissociation or psychosis

 Affective instability

 Chronic emptiness

 Identity diffusion

 Tumultuous interpersonal dysfunction oscillating between idealization 

and devaluation 



Interpersonal Stressors

 BPD symptoms are most severe in the context of interpersonal 

stressors such as

 Perceived rejection 

 Abandonment

 Affective dysregulation

 Impulsive aggression 

 Often contribute to self-destructive behavior

 Frank dissociation

 Worsening suicidality

 Minor interpersonal 

 Stress result in persistent interpsychic pain and interpersonal 

hypersensivity



Borderline Personality Disorder

 The prevalence of BPD may be as high as 5% to 6%, with high 

comorbidity with mood, anxiety and substance abuse disorders

 BPD have suicide rates 50 times that of the general population

 Utilize more mental health resources than individuals with other 

psychiatric disorders

 With increasing awareness of neurobiological factors 

psychotherapeutic treatment of BPD is combined with 

psychopharmacoloical



Borderline Personality Disorder

 BPD arises in the context of variable interactions between 

specific genetic risk factors and developmental factors 

related to early care-giving, eliciting a pattern of 

psychopathological personality traits and potential 

differences in neurobiological functioning

 With the increasing recognition over the past several decades 

of the underlying neurobiology associated with BPD, 

treatment has shifted from the exclusive use of psychotherapy 

to the development of strategic approaches for evidence-

based psychopharmacology

 BPD patients manifest persistent, intrapsychic pain and 

interpersonal hypersensitivity, subjectively experienced 

aversive and/or aggressive reactions to what might otherwise 

be mild interpersonal stressors



Borderline Personality Disorder

 BPD symptoms are more amenable to treatment than others

 Interpersonal affective symptoms, such as intolerance of aloneness 

and conflicted about dependency are slowest to remit

 Symptoms reflecting impulsive behavior

 Self-injury and aggression tend to resolve more quickly

 Impulsive aggression and suicidality are often acute presenting 

symptoms motivating concern and psychopharmacologic 

consultation

 Paradoxically, these symptoms may be most apt to resolve



PSYCHOPATHOLOGICAL PERSONALITY TRAITS AND 

DIFFERENT NEUROBIOLOGICAL FUNCTIONING IS A 

RESULTING GENETICS AND EARLY CARE GIVING 



Problems of Drug Trials In BPD

 Drug treatment of BPD is limited by relatively small 

sample sizes

 High rates of placebo response

 Brief trial durations

 High dropout rates

 High comorbidity iin BPD

 Other Axis I and PD response 

 Impulsive aggression has been targeted more 

effectively with medications relative to other 

symptoms



Practical Solution is to Target

 Most distressing symptoms with the most efficacious and tolerable 

medications and repeated evaluation of risks versus benefits of 

continued pharmacotherapy

 Coordination between psychiatric, psychotherapist and others 

involved in patients‘ treatment is often necessary



 BPD is associated with a higher prevalence of the disorganized 

attachment

 Characterized by dissociative lapses in reason with respect to 

significant past and present attachment relationships

 Serotonergic genetic polymorphisms, mainly related to the serotonin 

transporter, are associated with disorganized attachment 

classification in the context of trauma and adverse care-giving 

environments



 Recent systematic reviews have highlighted a limited role for 

antidepressants in the treatment of BPD

 Antidepressants are often used to treat commonly comorbid anxiety 

and mood disorders

 SSRIs have minimal effect on impulsive aggression in BPD, but may 

have modest effects in decreasing anxiety, depression and possibly 

affective lability



Antidepressants Demonstrating 

Efficacy in BPD
Medication MAOIs Effects

Phenelzine Improves depression, impulsive aggression, 

C/I uncomfortable activation 

Tranylcypromine Improves primarily in affective symptoms, 

interpersonal sensitivity, but limited data

SSRIs

Fluoxetine Mild improvements in affective symptoms, 

anger, impulsive aggression. Effects may 

be pronounced in males

Fluvoxamine Mild improvement in affective instability, 

not impulsivity 

Paroxetine Possible decrease in suicidality without 

significant effect on depression, though 

limited data



Antipsychotics Demonstrating Efficacy in 

BPD, MAOI, monoamine oxidase

inhibitor 
Medication – Classical 

Neuroleptics

Effects

Fluphenazine decanote

flupanthixol depot

Improvements in suicidality, self-injurious behavior

Haloperidol Improvements in paranoia, anger, possibly 

anxiety/affective symptoms. Possibly worsening 

overall status due to worsening sedation, 

depression, side-effects

Loxapine Improvements in depression and anger

Thiothixene Improvements primarily in cognitive perceptual 

symptoms

Atypical antipsychotics

Aripiprazole Improvements in affective symptoms, aggression, 

paranoia, overall functioning

Olanzapine Improvements in affective instability, impulsivity, 

aggression, interpersonal sensitivity and overall 

BPD severity 



Mood Stabilizers 

Demonstrating Efficacy In BPD

Medication Effects 

Carbamazepine Potential improvement in impulsivity, 
may put melancholic depression 

Divalproex
sodium over 80 
µg/mL

Improvements (primarily in patients with 
high impulsive aggression) in 
interpersonal sensitivity, irritability and 
aggression

Lamotrigine
target 200 mg/d

Improvements in anger, affective 
instability, impulsivity

Lithium 
carbonate

Improvement in affective instability, 
possibly overall functioning, but limited
data

Topiramate Improvements in anger, anxiety, 
interpersonal dysfunction, self-reported 
quality of life. Associated with weight 
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The DSM IV Uses Five Axes To Make 

A Complete Diagnostic Summary

1.Major psychiatric syndromes or clinical 

disorders

2.Personality disorders and mental retardation

3.General medical conditions

4.Psychosocial and environmental problems

5.Global assessment of functioning (GAF 

score from 0-100)



General Diagnostic Criteria For A PD
(Derived From ICD-10 And DSM-IV Guidelines)

The enduring pattern is not better accounted for as a manifestational 

consequences of another mental disorder

E.

The pattern is stable and of long duration and its onset can be traced 

back at least to adolescence or early childhood

D.

The pattern leads to clinically significant distress and/or impairment in 

social, occupational, or other important areas of functioning

C.

This pattern is inflexible and pervasive across a broad range of 

personal and social situations

B.

An enduring pattern of inner experience that deviates markedly from the 

expectations of the individual’s culture. This pattern is manifested in 

two (or more) of the following areas:

• Cognitive, i.e. ways of perceiving and interpreting self, other people 

and events 

• Affectivity, i.e. the range, intensity, lability, and appropriateness of 

emotional response

• Interpersonal functioning

• Impulse control

A.



BIOLOGICAL FACTORS

Oh, my father, my brother, my cousin, my nephew,

and my brother-in-law…!



Biodevelopmental Basis of 

Personality Disorder
 Poor or distorted affiliation (social attachment, friendliness, gregariousness, 

empathy, etc.) is predictive of PD

 Developmental factors alters neuroendrocrine systems (social 
reward and social distress)

 Oxytocin, vasopressin, neuropeptides, prolactin affects social 
bonding 

 HPA axis mediates stress adaptation 

 Neural organization depends on critical environmental inputs and 
influences social behavior 

 D4 dopamine receptor affects novelty / sensation seeking 
behavior 


